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Background
• State and Local Budgets = BAD

Federal Budget = WORSE

(Depending upon your point of view…)
• Voting systems are aging and many will need replaced within the
next 4-6 years.
• Most, if not all, of these systems will need to be tested to some
degree by Federal and/or State officials prior to purchase and
implementation.
• We all need to work smarter to do this testing in the most efficient
way possible in order to make the best use of taxpayer dollars.
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Cost of State Testing
Cost show reflect 2007 Statistics

Colorado:
– $36-$38,000.
– 90 day process, documentation review, physical testing, post-review and write-up.
– Public demonstration by Manufacturer.

Michigan:
– $1,500 for functionality test to Michigan law. ($800 for modification/upgrade.)
– Additional stress testing/volume testing needed.

California:
– $70,000 (approx.)
– Parallel testing costs = $150,000.

www.eac.gov
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Cost of State Testing
Cost show reflect 2007 Statistics

Washington:
– Testing cost born by State SOS Office. Cannot sustain.
– Process includes 2 mock elections (primary/General), accessibility feature testing.
– Written report sent to State Panel composed of Disabled representative, Law professor,
IT expert, 2 others.
– Public hearing for manufacturer to display system.

Texas:
–
–
–
–

$3,000 to test new system.
6 State examiners:2 with law background, 3 with Tech background, 1 SOS rep.
Conduct short functional test of system
Hold public hearing.

www.eac.gov
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Cost of State Testing
What can States do???
• Work with EAC to eliminate redundant testing. (At least 7 States doing
their own source code review!)
• Push as much testing as possible up to the Federal level. (Contrary to
popular opinion, the Federal Government can do a few things well…. Time
consuming and technically sophisticated testing is one of those few things.)
• Clear, bi-directional communication. (If an EAC certified system fails in the
field, the State/local jurisdiction needs to communicate this information
back to the EAC. Communication allows for potential EAC assistance and
to allow us to check our testing and process to see if the failure should
have/could have been caught in Federal testing.)

www.eac.gov
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Cost of State Testing
What can States do???
• Coordinate State review/testing deemed absolutely necessary into the
Federal testing timeframe to speed process and reduce cost.
– Potential for State testers to use VSTL facilities and even broadcast testing or other
activities back to State via Skype.

• Develop a forum for the dissemination of Test Reports from State and local
jurisdictions. (As much or more to be learned from your test results as
from the Federal test Reports.)
– Federal Test Reports could potentially have State specific addendums for each State
participating in the combined test campaign.

• The EAC could potentially host this within our Clearinghouse or
Certification portion of www.eac.gov
www.eac.gov
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Legal/Policy Issues
1

2
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• Three contiguous States, three separate requirements related to Federal
testing and/or certification.
• In the case of voting systems, non-standardization and decentralized policies
increase costs exponentially. In addition, each time a State or local jurisdiction
asks a voting system manufacturer to make a one-off change, it increases costs
across the board.
www.eac.gov
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Potential Solutions?
• Where possible, harmonize State requirements for the use of the Federal
testing/certification process. (Potential for NASS/NASED project??)
• Require EAC certification BUT include language to the effect of…”unless the
Secretary of State (State Board of Elections, etc.) determines otherwise.”
• Use the Uniform Commercial Code (UCC) Model? Could work with the National
Conference of Commissioners on Uniform State Laws (NCCUSL) and the American
Law Institute (ALI).
• Like UCC, whatever is developed would be a recommendation of the law that
could be adopted in the states. Once enacted by a state, the UCC is codified into
the state’s code of statutes. A state may adopt the UCC verbatim as written by
ALI and NCCUSL, or a state may adopt the UCC with specific changes.
www.eac.gov
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How can we make it happen?

• More and better State/Federal cooperation in testing and
monitoring voting systems.
• Development of User Groups to share information.
• Continue annual meetings of Federal and State Certification
officials.
• Pilot combined testing initiative with a small group of States
on a voluntary basis. Do we have any takers in this room?

www.eac.gov
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“Watch List” Issues
• How do we ensure cost savings are passed on to the
customer???
• How do we change the county perspective of both the
Federal and State certification process? (Currently fueled by
the voting system manufacturers or simple lack of
information and exposure…)

• The “PR Battle.” Some manufacturer will fight to prevent
the communications between Federal/State/Local mentioned
previously. We need to be prepared to win the “hearts and
minds” of local election officials.
www.eac.gov
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Comments/Discussion??

Contact:

Brian J. Hancock
Director, Testing and Certification Division
bhancock@eac.gov
(202) 566-3122
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